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ST. LOUIS, MO., January 19, 2015– Range Logistics has partnered with the Make-A-Wish
foundation. A portion of every customer order moved in 2015 will be donated in support of the
foundation.
Make-A-Wish® serves a unique, and vital, role in helping strengthen and empower children battling lifethreatening medical conditions.
“Make-A-Wish supported my sister-in-law years ago in granting her a wish, and offered tremendous
support through a very difficult time,” said Marc Oberman, President of Carrier Procurement at Range
Logistics. He added, “I’ve never forgotten their commitment to my wife’s family and very happy we are
now committed to helping their cause.”
Range Logistics will donate a percentage of every customer order moved in 2015 to the Make-A-Wish
foundation. Range is projecting to coordinate and move several thousand customer orders in the
upcoming year.
“The more orders our customer partners afford us the opportunity of moving, the more we can support
Make-A-Wish.” Said Nathan Chew, President of Supply Chain Solutions at Range Logistics. He added,
“It’s our way of making a contribution to this wonderful cause with every shipment moved over land, air
or sea.”
About Range Logistics
Range Logistics (www.rangelogistics.com) is headquartered in St. Louis MO, and is a leader in third
party logistics (3PL) and supply chain consultation. Each sales consultant is a certified supply chain
professional (CSCP) through APICS International (www.apics.org). With over 29-years combined
experience, and more than 400,000 individual shipments coordinated, Range combines experience,
technology and the rigorous training of our people (RangeWay™). This combination allows for a low
claims-to-load ratio, while at the same time maintaining a high on-time pick-up and delivery percentage.
About Make-A-Wish Foundation
Make-A-Wish® grants the wish of a child diagnosed with a life-threatening medical condition in the
United States and its territories, on average, every 38 minutes. They believe a wish experience can be a
game-changer. This one belief guides them. It inspires them to grant wishes that change the lives of the
kids they serve.
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